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Frequency Divider Extends
Automatic Digital Frequency
Measurements to 12.4 GHz
This sophisticated instrumenf /ets an electronic counter measure microwave
f requencies. The accuracy and simplicity of the counter are retained.

f I /HEN THE ELEcTRoNIc couNTER was introduced in
VY the early 1950's, the major advantages it offered

over existing techniques were simplicity and automatic
operation. Tedious and complicated frequency measure-
ments were suddenly reduced to utter simplicity. Soon,
devices to extend the upper frequency limit of the counter
became available. Unfortunately, they were not auto-
matic and they were usually far from simple.

A new automatic frequency divider developed by -hp-

successfully extends the frequency range of any electronic
counter through X-band (12.4 GHz) while retaining the
simple, automatic operation of the counter. Its basic prin-

ciple of operation is that of a prescaler which divides the

Fig. I. Automatic Frequency Divider, -hp- Model 5260A, divides

input frequencies between 0.3 GHz and 12.4 GHz by 100 or

1000 so they can be measured by a counter (counter shown is
-hp- Model 5245L 50 MHz Counter). Divider operation is com-

pletely automatic except lor selection ol division ratio.

input frequency by 100 or 1000. The reading on the coun-
ter requires only a decimal point shift for truly direct
readout. The division ratio of 100 is used for frequencies
below 1.2 GHz, and 1000 is used for frequencies above
I GHz.

Fig. l, showing the front panel of the instrument, at-
tests to the simplicity of its operation. There is orly one
knob on the front panel-the one for selecting the divi-
sion ratio. Once the division ratio has been chosen, the
signal to be measured is applied at the input and the
divided-down frequency appears at the output. A meter
on the front panel indicates the approximate level (in
dBm) of the input. The output, designed to drive a 50-
ohm or higher load, features an automatic level control
to maintain the output level at 0 dBm I 2 dBm while the
input varies over the specified range of -7 dBm to f 10
dBm.

Because of its automatic operation, the new frequency
divider is ideally suited for use by relatively unskilled
personnel in production test areas, or for use as a com-
ponent of a completely automatic, unattended system.
Laboratories, too, will welcome the divider, because of
the trend toward automated instruments which is now
gaining momentum.l

Operation
Although its front panel is the essence of simplicity,

the new frequency divider is actually a highly sophisti-
cated system. Its internal operation is quite unlike con-
ventional frequency dividers. It has the fixed division

I  For  another  example  0 f  the  t rend towards  au tomat ic  ins t rumenta t i0n ,  read about  the
new mic rowave ne twork  ana lyzer  in  the  February ,1967 issue o f  the 'Hewle t t -Packard
Journa l . '
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ratio of pulse-counting dividers, but demands a periodic
input signal. It has frequency range capabilities similar to
countdown dividers, but unlike these, it gives a constant
division ratio. Unlike any other type of divider, it com-
bines a constant division ratio with microwave frequency
capability.

A simplified block diagram of this new type of fre-
quency divider is shown in Fig. 2. The signal whose fre-
quency is to be divided is sampled by two wideband
feedthrough samplers in series.2 The pulses which open
the sampler gates to cause periodic samples to be taken
are derived from two voltage-tuned oscillators (VTO's)
operating at approximately 30 MHz. Each VTO drives
one of the samplers. The output of the first sampler is
returned to the tuning input of the first VTO via the nec-
essary dc amplifiers and circuits to form an automatic
phase-lock loop. When phase lock is established between
the input frequency, f,, and the VTO frequency, f', the
two frequencies become harmonically related as shown
in equation (1).

f " :  n f1  (1 )

The frequency of the second VTO, fr, tracks the fre-
quency of the first VTO, f', with a slight offset. This offset
results in a difterence frequency at the output of the sec-
ond sampler. This frequency, tut, iS n, the harmonic
number, times the offset between the two VTO's. Thus,

tut : n(f, - fr) (2)

If the offset is chosen to be f,/100 or f,/1000 the out-
put lrequency will be:

ro,,:+b- - #o- (3)
Substitution of equation (1) into equation (3) yields the
desired result.

r"",:# or #h (4)
The technique used to maintain the offset between f,

and f, is shown in Fig. 3. The voltage which tunes the
first VTO is fed forward to the second VTO. Since these
VTO's are nominally identical, they will be driven to
nearly the same frequency. This constitutes a coarse con-
trol on the tracking of the two oscillators. Fine control
is provided by a phase-lock loop which compares the
difference frequency between the two oscillators with the
frequency of the first oscillator divided by 100 or 1000.
2 These vrideband samplers, developed by hp associates, are also used in a nerv -hp-
microwave network analyzer and in a new -hp- sampling oscilloscope. For a descrip-
tion of the samplers, see W. M. Grove, 'A DC to 12.4 GHz Feedthrough Sampler for
osci l loscopes and other RF Systems, ' 'Hewlet t -Packard Journal , 'Vol .  18,  N0.2,  oct . ,
1966. Another ar t ic le in the same issue descr ibes the new sampl ing osci l loscopet A.  L
B€st ,  D.  L.  Howard,  and J.  lV.  umphrey, 'An Ul t ra-wideband osci l loscope Based on
an Advanced Sampling Device.' For a description of the network analyzer, see R, W.
Anderson and 0. T. Dennison, 'An Advanced New Network Analyzer for Sweep Measur-
ing Amplitude and Phase from 0.1 to L2.4 c{z,' 'Hev{lett-Pecfieid Journal,' Vol. 18, No.
6, Feb., 1967.

Input fx

Fig.2. Simplified block diagram ol automatic lrequency
divider. Control circuits maintain indicated relationships
between 1., tr and 1,.

From Main
Automatic

Phase Control
Loop To Sampler To Sampler

Coarse FrequencY Control

Fig.3. Block diagram ol tracking control used to keep fre-
quency ofiset (11 - t) equal to l'/ 100 or l'/ 1000.

f o , ,=n ( f r - t r )= *=+
m =100 or 1000
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Fig. 4. (a). Magnified portion ol root locus of main phasc-
Iock loop. Note polcs in right hall plane which ntigrate to
lelt hall plane as loop gain ittcreases. (b) Unntagnified root
Iocus ot' main loop. Right-half-plane poles sltown in (a)

opp?ar to slart from origin ott this plot. As loop gairt itr-
creascs hJ" 30 dB, thcse poles nrova alottg line correspond-
ing to dampirtg ratios ol 0.5 ro 0.7. Thus loop is nearly
critically damped over widc dtnanric rangc.

A correction voltage from the phase detector is ap-
plied to the second VTO, fr, through the necessary cir-
cuits to complete the phase-lock loop.

Design Features
One of the major design features of the automatic fre-

quency divider is the main phase lock loop, which enables
the first VTO, f,, to lock onto the input signal without
any intermediate frequency in the loop. Until now, micro-
wave phase lock loops have always used an intermediate
frequency to establish the phase lock. This results in an
offset between the microwave frequency and the har-
monics of the VTO so that an exact harmonic relation-
ship does not exist between f" and f,. The availability of
the 12.4 GHz sampler has opened the door to zero-offset
phase locking. Phase-related dc signals at a sufficiently
high level to allow reliable phase locking are readily
available from this sampler.

While the elimination of the intern.rediate frequency
in the phase lock loop simplifies the system generally, one
aspect becomes more complicated. In an IF system, input
level variations are eliminated by the limiting action in
the IF amplifier. With no IF, the amplitude information
at the output of the phase detector (sampler) becomes
indistinguishable from the phase information, and loop
gain can be adversely affected. To overcome this diffi-
culty, some means must be used for independently meas-
uring the input signal amplitude and adjusting loop gain
accordingly.

In the automatic frequency divider the input signal
level is measured by detecting the level of the difference
frequency out of the second sampler. The detected volt-
age is used to control the gain of the main phase lock
loop. This same voltage is applied to the front panel
meter to indicate the input signal level.

A disadvantage of previous microwave phase lock
loops, which use harmonic mixers rather than samplers,
has been the tendency of the harmonic mixer to generate
harmonics of the input signal as well as harmonics of the
local oscillator. The resulting phase locking between har-
monics of the local oscillator and harmonics of the input
signal caused alarge amount of uncertainty in frequency
measurements. The use of a wideband sampler insead of
a harmonic mixer has eliminated this problem because
the sampler does not generate harmonics of the input
signal.

Two major requirements placed upon the main phase
lock loop of the frequency divider by the requirement for
automatic operation of the instrument are (1) an auto-
matic search capability built into the loop to search out
an input signal and lock onto it, and (2) a sufficiently
wide gain margin for loop stability over a range of har-
monic numbers (n) from 10 to 400 (because loop gain is
directly proportional to harmonic number).
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The automatic search featurc is achieved by inserting
a low-frequency oscil lator into the loop and adjusting the
loop compensation so that the loop itself oscil lates when
loop gain is very low, and the low-frequency oscil lator
oscil lates whenever the loop is open (unlocked). The
oscil lations sweep the first VTO through its frequency
range unti l an input signal is found and phase lock is
established.

A magnified portion of thc root locus of the main
phase lock loop is reproduced in Fig. 4(a). This shows
the existence of poles in the right half plane which mi-
grate to the left half plane as loop gain increases. The
right-half-plane poles help to eliminate locking to spuri-
ous lower-level signals present along with the input signal.
Since the loop is unstable for the low gain ensuing from
a poor lock point it will automatically search out thc best
lock.

The locus of the poles as loop gain is increased still
further as shown in Fig. 4(b). Here it can be seen that
the poles move along a l ine maintaining a damping ratio
of ( - 0.5 to ( - 0.7 as loop gain increases by 30 dB.
Thus, with these poles dominating the system response,
the loop is nearly critically damped over a very wide
dynamic range.

Perlormance
Overall performancc of the automatic frequency di-

vider can be judged by two factors. First, how well does
it lock on to input signals with amplitude or frequency
modulation? Second, how well can it produce a signal at

t
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Fig. 5. Maxintum lrequency modulatiorr on input signttl
that will pcrntit lrequency divider to lctck on. These are
typical mcasured characteristics at 0 dBn input. Divisiort
ratio w,tts 1000 except where indicated.
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Frequency Divider * Integrated-Circuit Counter
=12.4 GHz Digital Frequency Meter

Thanks to the space-saving habits of integrated circuits,
-hp- engineers have managed to put an automaiic fre-
quency divider identical to the one described in the accom-
panying art icle and an eight-digit  lC counter into one com-
pact package" The combination measures any frequency
between 0.3 GHz and 12.4 GHz, or between 10 Hz and 12.5
MHz,  jus t  l i ke  an  ord inary  counter .  A l l  the  user  has  to  do  is
connect  the  unknown s igna l  to  the  proper  input - there 's
one fo r  0 .3  to  12 .4  GHz and one fo r  10  Hz to  12 .5  MHz*and
select the proper frequency range. Everything else is auto-
matic. The eight-digit  readout includes the decimal point
and measurement units. There is also a printer output (BGD
is standard) with decimal point and units.

For  measur ing  the  h igh  f requenc ies ,  the  d iv ider  locks
onto the input signal and supplies the lC counter with a sig-
nal which has 1/100 or 1/1000 of the input frequency. Both
counter readout and printer printout are prevented unti l  the

p
&' l

-hp- 52404 12.4 GHz Digital Frcquency Meter

frequency divider has locked onto the input signal. When

low frequencies are being measured, the divider is bypassed
and the lC counter measures the unknown frequency di-
rect ly. ( lncidental ly, most of the lC's for the counter were
produced in *hp-'s own lC faci l i t ies.)

Specif icat ions for the 12.4 GHz Digital Frequency Metef
are on p. 7.
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Fig. 6. Maximum amplitude modulation on input signal
that will permit frequency divider to lock on. These are
typical measured characteristics at 0 dBm input.

Fig. 7. For AM signals, lrequency divider output tends to
be a lower-frequency replica ol the input. Traces show
divider output for I GHz input signal, 20/o amplitude
modulated by 100 kHz signal. Top: divider output lor divi-
sion ratio m - 100. Bottom: divider output lor m- 1000.

its output which is suitable to drive an electronic counter,
even though the input signal may be amplitude or fre-
quency modulated?

Fig. 5 is a plot of the maximum FM deviation and FM
rate which can be tolerated by the main phase lock loop
before it will fail to achieve phase lock. Each of the
curves in Fig. 5 is an experimental curve for a single
sinusoidal input signal, frequency modulated by a single
sinusoidal signal of frequency f",. (The rms frequency
deviation Af is proportional to the amplitude of the mod-
ulating signal.) These curves show, for example, that for
an input frequency of 12 GHz and a modulating fre-
quency of 1 kHz, the main loop will not achieve phase
lock for rms frequency deviations greater than 480 kHz.
However, when the modulating frequency is reduced to
100 Hz, the maximum allowable rms frequency deviation
increases to2.6MHz.

If an input signal is frequency modulated by a non-
sinusoidal signal, the frequency f,,, and amplitude lf of
each component of the modulating signal must be taken
into account. The effects of all components will be addi-
tive, so the performance of the frequency divider for each
component will be degraded somewhat from that shown
in Fig. 5. A detailed mathematical analysis of this prob-
lem is still in progress, so it is not yet possible to say
precisely how the components of a nonsinusoidal signal
interact in the phase-lock loop.

Robert L. Al len

Bob A l len  rece ived h is  BS
degree in  e lec t r i ca l  eng i -
neer ing  f rom Utah Sta te
U n i v e r s i t y  i n  1 9 6 0 .  H e
worked the  fo l low ing  sum-

mer for the -hp- Frequency and Time Division, and then
returned to Utah State, graduating in 196' l  with an MS
degree in  e lec t r i ca l  eng ineer ing .  In  September ,  1961 ,  he
jo ined the  Frequency  and T ime D iv is ion  fu l l - t ime.  He con-

tr ibuted to the design of the 52754 and 5243L Counters
and the 107A Quartz Osci l lator, and was project leader
for development of the 52604 Frequency Divider and the
52404 Digital Frequency Meter. He has a patent pending

and has published a paper on the method of frequency
division used in the 52604 and 5240A.

Bob is  a  member  o f  IEEE,  S igma X i ,  Ph i  Kappa Ph i ,
and S igma Tau.  By  the  t ime th is  a r t i c le  appears  in  p r in t ,
he wil l  have assumed new responsibi l i t ies as engineer-
ing manager of the -hp- Delcon Division in Mountain
View, Cali fornia.
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Incidental FM or phase noise on the input signal and
phase noise generatcd in the divider also affect perforrn-
ance, but since the curves of Fig. 5 are experimental,
thcy includc the effects of these noise signals.

Regardless of what kind of rnodulating signal is prcs-
ent, once the frequency divider Iocks onto an FM signal,
a counter on the divider output wil l read the carrier fre-
quency correctly. 

' Ihe modulation wil l be averaged out.
Therefore, for FM signals, the answer to the second ques-
tion stated above follows from the answer to the first,
that is, if the divider can lock onto a signal, the divider
output is suitable to drive a counter.

Amplitude modulation on an input signal affects the
locking performance of the frequcncy clivider as shown in
Fig. 6. These curvcs represcnt cxperimental data for sin-
usoiclal input signals, amplitude modulatcd by sinusoidal
signals of frequency f,,,. The ordinate is percentage am-
plitude moclulation. Thus, the divider wil l lock onto an
input  s ignal  at  12.4 GHz which is  ampl i tude modulated
up to 47c/o by a 200 kHz signal. However, if the modu-
lating frequency f,,, is 100 kHz or less, the maxintum al-
lowable AM is 30% . The increased imnrunity to AM at
high modulation rates is caused by the rolloff in the fre-
quency response of the main phase-lock loop. This sarne
effect can be seen in thc FM curves of Fig. 5.

Since the divider output is derived from n sampler, the
output signal tends to be a lower frequcncy replica of the
input signal. When the input signal is anrplitude modu-
latcd, so is the output signal. To demonstrate this, a cli-
vider was supplicd with a I GHz carrier, 2O7o amplitude
modulated by a 100 kHz s ignal .  F ig.7 shows the cor-
responding output for clivision ratios of 100 and 1000,
rcspectively.

If the AM causes the troughs in thc envelopc of thc
output signal to dip below thc sensitivity l imits of a coun-
ter connccted to the output, miscounting wil l occur. For
a counter with 100 mV sensitivity, this occurs with ap-
p rox in ra t c l y  soq  AM.

Acknowledgments
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DeBella, Rolf B. Hofstad. Ronald D. Lowe, Richard F.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

-hp-

Model 5260A
Frequency Divider

FltfGEr 0.3 to 12,4 GHz
ACCUEACY: fletains accuracy ol electronic counter.
I i lPUT SENSITIVITY:100 mV rms (-7 dBm).
INPUT IMPEOANCE: 50 ohms nominal.

Ffeq.
0.3-8 GHz
8-t0 GHz

10-12.4 GHz

MAXIMUM INPUT: i10 dBm

LEVEL INDICAIOR: Front panel

to +10 dBm.

BlVlSlOl{ RATIO: Fronl panel switch selects + 100 (for use up to 1.2 GHz) or + 1000
(from 1 to 12.4 GHz) operat ion.

INPUT CONNECTORj Precision Type N lerale.

OPeRAflOi l :  Completely automatic once the DIVIS'ON BATIO switch is posi t ioned.

OUTFUT FREOUENCY: 1/100 or 1/1000 of inout (1 lo 12.4 l \ ,1H2).

OUfpUT IMFEDAIi ICE| Oesigned tor 50 ohm load.

O U T P U T  L E V E L : 0  d 8 6 .  n o m i n a l .

REGISTRATIONT 'nput frequencies l rom 0.3 to 12.4 GHz are measured by measuring
fhe 52604 outpui with an electronic counter slch as the *rp- 52451, 5246L ot 5244L,
and suitably posi l ioning the decimal point.  Readout is direct with no oi tset,  am-
bigui iy or ar i ihmel ic processing. 6ee also Optjon 02, below.

PRICE: Model 5260A AJtomatic Treouency D:v;oer.  $3450.

OPTIONS:
01. Amphenoi APC-7 lnput Conneclor,  add $25.00.
02. Provides 5260A with circuitry such that, when used with the -rA- fvlodel MO7-
52451 Electronic Counter,  ihe decimal point wi l l  be aulomatical ly posi t ioned tor
readout in GHz, and the symbol 'GHz'wi l l  app€ar in lhe counter 's readout.  Readout
suppressed when divider unlocked. Add $175,00.

-hp-

Model 52404
"l2.4 GHz Digitat Frequency Meter

FREOUENCY DIVIDER PORTION
(Specif icat ions same as 52604)

LOW.FREOUENCY COUNIER POFTION

FHEQUENCY MEASUNEMENTS:
R A N G E :  1 0  H z  l o  1 2 . 5  l t / H 7 .
GATE TlN., lE:0.1, 1.0 s;  10 s on specia! order.

SELF CHECKT Counts 1 MHz lor qate t ime chosef, .

SlGl. lAL INPUTT
SENSITIVITY: 100 sV rms-
M A X . I N P U T : ? V r m s .
I M P E D A N C L  l  M l ' s h u n l P d  b y  1 0  P F .

I IME BASE:
' F R f Q U E N C Y :  I  M H / .

STABILITY: Aging rater <2 pans in 107/month. As funct ion ol  lemperaiure: < t2

pads in 10! {+10"c to +50"c),  < t20 pai ls in 10r {0"C to +65"c).  As Iunct ion

o l  l i n e  v o l t a g e  (  ' . 1 0 o / o ) :  1  p a r t  i n  I 0 7 .

E X T E R N A L  I N P U T :  1  V  r m s  i n t o  I  h l l

OUTPUTI 1 MHz, 2 V square wave into 6 k!1.
qEMOTE nESET: By grounding eenter ol  BNC back panel.

GENERAL

AcCuRAcY: t1 count a t ime base accuraey-

nEADS lN: MHz or GHz with posit ional decimal poini .

PnINTER OUTPUT: Compal ible with -{1p- Models 562A and 5050A Digi tal  Recorders

with 1-2-4-8 BCD '1 '  state negat ive (and Option 14 for the 5624).  Pr inters record

decimal point and measurement units (5624 only).

CHASSIS CONiIECTORT Amphenoi o.  Cinch type 57'40500-375, *hp- pad no 1251-

0087, 50 pin. female. Mal ing conneclor Amphenol o.  Cinch lvpe 57-30500_375 -rp-

p a r t  n o .  1 2 5 1 - 0 0 8 6 , 5 0  p i n ,  m a l e .
'0 STATE LFVEL: 6 V
' 1 ' S T A T E  L E V E L : 0  V

IMPEDANCE:20 k{),  each l ine.

BCD REFERENCE LEVELS:
GROUND: +5 V, 1 kl l  source.
P F I N T  C O M M A N D : 0  V  t o  1 0  V  s l e p ,  d c  c o u p l o d

HOLD'OFF REOUIREMENTS: -15 V max.,  +2.5 V min.

PRICE: Model 52404, S4750.

MAIUFACTURING DIVISION: -hp- Frequency and T;me Divis ion

1501 Page [ ,4 i l l  Road

Palo  A l to .  Ca l i to rn ia  943€4

INPUT VSWN
Typical

1 . 2 . 1
1.4: l
1 . 8 : 1

neter indicates approximate input

1 . 6 : 1
2i1

l eve l ,  -10  dBm



Precision Measurement of
Ocean Temperatures
As ocean research becomes more sophisticated, greater
precision in temperature measurement is needed

l) ENJAMTN FR,qNxrrN was able to locate and chart the
fD Cotf Stream bv hauline buckets of water on deck
and measuring its temperatur"e. Today, many northbound
ships locate themselves in the Gulf Stream by towing
thermometers, then take advantage of the current. This
is only one of many uses for ocean temperature data.

Life in the sea, ocean currents, tidal changes, acoustic
transmission, radiation absorption and heat loss are re-
flected by even minute ocean temperature variations.
Oceanographic instruments for measuring other param-
eters are generally calibrated on the basis of temperature
data. All of these temperature measurements require
varying degrees of precision-some of them to within
a mill idegree C or F.

Temperature patterns are three dimensional, and both
horizontal and vertical distributions influence the move-
ment of fish. Changcs of only 3 or 4 degrees C are a large
change to these cold-blooded animals and have a marked
effect on their metabolism and activity. In many areas,
fishermen rely on temperature information to increase the
size of their catch.

Temperature differences at all depths generate ocean
currents, and these differences are used by oceanogra-
phers in the study of currents. The same temperature

variations influence the propagation of sound through
the water, and hence influence the effectiveness of sound-
ing, tracking and detection devices.

Because of the variety of applications of ocean tem-
perature data, many different types of measurements are
required. The most common is a measurement of the
thermocline, the temperature gradient from the surface
layer to the essentially isothermal deep water. Depths may
range to hundreds of meters, and temperature differences
may be as high as 20 degrees C. This measurement per-
mits a prediction of sound velocity with depth and how
sonar beams will deflect when directed into the water,
F ig.  1.

Another important temperature gradient measure-
ment extends over distances of one or two meters above
and below the water surface. Temperature gradients of
l0 millidegrees per meter or less indicate the vertical
flux of heat from water to air. Most solar radiation is
absorbed by the oceans of the world and converted to
heat in the water. Some of this heat is transferred to the
atmosphere by winds and is a primary influence on
weather. These measurements are vital to the study of
climate and will be used in long-range weather fore-
casting.
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The measurements of salinity, depth and velocity are
made with transducers which, in common with most
sensors, have significant temperature coefficients which
affect both their zero setting and their sensitivity. When
very precise measurements are to be made, these coeffi-
cients must be determined and the necessary corrections
made on the basis of the indicated 'in-situ' temperature.

An excellent example of the use of temperature meas-
urements is in the study of tides being conducted both
by the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics at
the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, Cali-
fornia, and the Institute of Geophysics at the University
of Hawaii. Until recently man was able to measure tidal
changes only at the edges of an ocean's basin and on
islands where he could determine tidal height with refer-
enca to the solid earth. This limited the amount of data
available for a complete study of the tidal mechanism and
made it difficult to locate key nodal points of the tidal
oscillations.

Scripps Institute has been measuring the tide at se-

Fig. 2. Temperature sensor
assembly is being mounted on an
instrument tripod. It can be
submerged Io depths over
20,000 feet and can make
temperature measure ments to a
resolution ol I / I0 millidegraa.

lected points in the Pacific Ocean by dropping complete
instrument packages to the bottom to measure and record
the changes in water pressure and temperature, Fig. 2,
for periods as long as several months. The indicated pres-
sure is a function of water height at the observation point
but is also influenced by changes in water density, which
can be computed with a knowledge of the temperature.
The pressure sensor output which is also a function of
temperature is corrected as well to determine the true
tidal variations. Since the height is required to an accu-
racy of better than one foot and since most off-shore
Iocations in the oceans are at depths of 10,000 to 15,000
feet, a precision of at least 0.01 7o is rcqufted.

lnstrument Design Problems

Reliability and accuracy must be available at reason-
able cost to satisfy oceanographers. Seawater corrosion,
temperature variations, high pressures and high humidity
contribute to severe environmental conditions that create
problems common to all oceanographic instruments. For

.i::.
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Fig.3.  A tcntperut ture.set ts i r tg probe,  the -hp- Modcl

2832A, lop, hou.rcs 1|rc quurtT. crystal and all electrotrics itr

a prcs.\ure cttsc de.signcd specifically lor nteasurentent ol

oceon  t en tpe t ' o t u r cs .  A t  t hc  bo l t on t ,  t he  -hp -  Mode l

2833A sertsor ossantbly itt a stainless .tteel casc will with-

sland pressures to 10,000 psi atttl may be operatcd al

distances up lo one ntile front the tcmpcralure readout.

Fig.  4.  A cotnpla le quartz thcnn()nt( tcr  systcnt ,  thc -hp-

Modcl 2801A with two temperature sensing probcs. Witlt
tlis Systant, the tenperatut'e of cither prohe or thc difler-
ettcc between the tempcrutures ol the lwo prohes can bc
.thown on the readoLrt.

example, it is necessary to maintain water-tight integrity
under pressures as high as 15,000 to 20,000 psi. Ther-
mometers, in addition, have the problem of self-generated
heat which causes significant offsets in the order of milli-
degrees when located where currents are near zero. Re-
sponse time. which determines how rapidly a thermo-
metric probe can be lowered and still detect abrupt
changes, is also affected by self-generated heat.

Effects of self-generated heat may be reduced by de-
signing the probe such that the sensor is separated from
the heat generating components. Choice of appropriate
materials and careful mechanical design have done much
to alleviate other problems.

Data Transmission

The oceans and their characteristics will be completely
revealed only when data gathering systems provide syn-
optic data so that man can see the whole 300 X 10'J cubic
miles simultaneously. There is a problem then, in gather-
ing data from many sources.

Multiple strings of electrical sensors can be employed
on ships, from moored buoys, and from bottom-planted
systems. While the data being sensed is analog, it is usu-
ally converted to digital form for use with computing
systems and digital displays. An intermediate step com-
monly employed to permit the telemetering of the data
from sensor to system is to convert to frequency modu-
Iation immediately after the sensor to reduce inaccura-
cies possible in analog transmission. Then the data fron
individual sensors must be transmitted fairly rapidly to
a central location to be reduced, correlated and plotted.
However, operating systems of this type are somewhat in
the future.

Quartz Thermometer

Prior to the introduction of the quartz sensor either
resistance elements or thermistors were used. These may
be biased with a constant current to produce a dc voltage
to operate a voltage-controlled oscillator, or used in phase
shift networks to influence the frequency of an RC oscil-
lator. In either case the stability of the frequency conver-
sion is influenced by other circuit elements in addition to
the sensor itself.

The quartz temperature sensor takes advantage of the
characteristic of a quartz crystal to shift its frequency of
oscillation with temperature." The sensor is a self-con-
tained temperature-scnsitive oscillator that requires only
microwatts of power to maintain oscillation. The LC cut
sensor has a precisely linear frequency-to-temperature
relationship and has a sensitivity of approximately 1000
Hz per degree Centigrade.

The simplest model, Fig. 3, is the -hp- 28334 Tem-

1 .  A l b e r t  B e n j a m i n s o n ' T h e  L i n e a r  Q u a r t z  T h e r m o m e t e r , " H e w l e t t - P a c k a r d  J 0 u r n a l '
Vo l .  16 ,  No.  7 ,  l v la r . ,  1965,  p ,  2 .
2 .  D .  L .  H a m m 0 n d ,  C .  A .  A d a m s ,  P .  S c h m i d t ,  H e w l e t t  P a c k a r d  C 0 . ,  ' A  L i n e a r  Q u a r t z
Crys ta l  Tempera ture  Sens ing  E lement , '  p resented  a i  the  19 th  Annua l  ISA Conference,
0c t .  12-15 ,  1964,  New York .  Prepr in t  No.  11 ,  2  3 -64 ,
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Temperature Prqfile of the Ocean
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The oceans are characterized by three dist inct tayers: (a) non-sal ine shelf water f lows over the warm, sal ine Gulf

an upper layer normally isothermal due to mixing by winds, Stream.
a middle (thermocline) region of strong negative gradients, In some areas, the temperature below the thermocline

and a lower region of slow change extending to the bottom; decreases with depth, then increases again, lorming a sound
(b) i l lustrates the 'afternoon effect '  when summer heat and channel at the minimum temperature depth in which long

l ight winds can cause a negative gradient in the upper sonar ranges are possible, making this characterist ic very

layer. A posit ive gradient (c) can also form when cool, important.

Layer Depth

Sound Ctnnnel

TEMPERATURE
(a)

TEMPERATURE
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perature Sensor Assembly which contains within a small
stainless steel pressure case, a sensor, a solid state oscil-
lator and an amplifier. A coaxial cable feeds dc to the
unit and returns a frequency-mcdulated RF signal to the
data acquisition instrument or system. These sensors are
used singly and in arrays to provide continuous data at
selected sites. Since the output frequency is determined
almost entirely by the sensor itself, cable length, and tem-
perature, or small changes in resistance or supply voltage
have negligible effect on the signal. It can be transmitted
5000 feet or more without loss of accuracy. The RF sig-
nal is normally compared with a reference frequency and
the difference frequency normalized and displayed in
degrees C.

When very high stability is desired, the reference crys-
tal and its companion oscillator may be placed in the
same case or in duplicate cases. The AT cut reference
crystal is similar to the LC cut sensor except that its
temperature coefficient is only a few Hz per degree C
compared with the 1000 Hz per degree C of the sensor.
By mixing the siglals, one benefits both from an overall
calibration of the system and the advantages of transmit-

ting a smaller difference frequency to a data system or
low frequency counter.

Many variations can be made of these basic combina-
tions. Two sensor signals, Fig. 4, can be mixed to pro-
vide differential temperature readings without resorting to
a reference comparison, or both absolute and differential
readings can be obtained either simultaneously or sequen-
tially. For example, in making temperature gradient
measurements, one thermometer may be kept at the sur-
face while the other is submersed. The difference mav

Fig. 5. Where a probe is used lor precision measurements
in still water, heat dissipated by the electronics in the
package may heat the surrounding water, thus influencing
the probe lemperature. The modification shown here places

the quartz crystal at some distance lrom the remainder ol
the probe and minimizes this eflect.
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Fig. 6. Robot torpedo uscd b1t the Applied Physics Labordtory of the U niversity
ol Washington lor oceanographic research. A precision thermometer sensor mounted in the nose
cnables the vehicle to lollow constant temperature lines through the water.

be read directly. Switching and scanning systems are
made to read the sensors in sequence either manually or
automatically. Since small changes in resistance or ther-
mal contact voltages do not influence the accuracy, con-
siderable freedom in switching design can be realized.

Because even the small power dissipation of a. sensor
assembly may create a disturbing temperature gadient
around the case (as it might for extremely high accuracy
measurements at the deep ocean bottom) it is practical to
extend the sensor in front of the case as shown in Fig. 5,
and use the larger case to provide more surface area for
heat dissipation.

On a typical oceanographic vessel which may cruise to
many stations and require a variety of temperature data,
difierent types of assemblies can be used simultaneously
depending upon where they are to be installed. The -hp-

2850C probe can be installed in the condenser water in-
take and in the pitot log chamber, or other thru-hull
fitting, usually in the deepest part of the bow. These per-
mit continuous display, both graphical and digital, of
these temperatures.

Other probes can be installed in shielded aspirators to
monitor air temperatures at various levels above the sea's
surface. A probe installed in a fixed station package per-
mits vertical profiling of temperature in conjunction with
salinity, pressure and other parameters of interest. A
probe is frequently installed in a 'fish' and towed behind
a vessel for more accurate information on sea surface
temperatures. All of these probes can be connected to a
central data acquisition system and scanned manually or
automatically.

An interesting application of temperature sensing is
made at the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of
Washington, to a telechiric system (remote-controlled
robot) which consists of an automatic torpedo-like'fish,'

Fig. 6, that obeys commands sent by sonar from a surface
vessel to start, stop, turn and change speed. It can be
independent in vertical movement, however. The elevator
mechanism is controlled either by a pressure or tempera-
ture sensor. Under these controls the 'fish' then traces the
vertical pattern of an isobar (constant pressure line) or
isotherm (constant temperature line), and its movements
are followed by the fathometer on board the mother ship.
In this way the isobar or isotherm can be completely
charted, providing further information on currents, dens-
ity changes and internal waves which are so vital to our
growing knowledge of the sea and its parameters. t

- Albert Beniaminson
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lmproved
lntermodulation
Rejection in Mixers
lntermodulation distortion, always a prob-
lem in mixer design, can be largely pre-
vented  by  a  care f  u l  cho ice  o f  b ias  and
power levels.

INtsnI\.{oouLATroN has always been one of the most per-
nicious forms of spurious response in superheterodyne
receivers. It is a pleasure to be able to report that this
type of interference can now be vastly reduced by proper
design of the mixing element of the receiver and by a
proper choice of the dc operating points of the mixer
diodes.

By means of the recently discovered techniques de-
scribed in this article, intermodulation (IM) rejection has
been improved from the 50 dB considered good in con-
ventional mixers to over 80 dB in a single-ended hot-
carrier-diode mixer and to over 100 dB in a balanced hot-
carrier-diode mixer.l Moreover, this tremendous im-
provement in IM rejection has been obtained with little
or no loss of sensitivity and little or no effect on rejection
of other spurious responses. The new technique is not
limited to hot carrier diodes; it can be applied to other
mixing devices, and has been successfully applied in the
design of a mixer using insulated-gate field-effect tran-
sistors.

Causes of lntermodulation
Inputs to a conventional mixer are l) a fixed-frequency

local-oscillator signal and 2) the receiver input signals,
which may have frequency components anywhere in the
passband of the receiver input. The mixer, a square-law
device, raises the sum of the input signals and the local-
oscillator signal to the second power, thereby generating
cross-products, some of which have frequencies that
are the differences between the input frequencies and
the local-oscillator frequency. These difference-frequency
components are the desired outputs; other cross-products
are eliminated by a bandpass intermediate-frequency (IF)
amplifier.

I  J .  H .  Lepof f  and A.  M-  Cowley ,  ' lmpr0ved ln te rm0du la t ion  Re jec t ion  in  Mixers , '  IEEE
Transac t ions  0n  Mic rorvave Theory  and Techn iques ,  Vo l .  MTT-14,  No.12 ,  December ,

Intermodulation results when harmonics of two or
more incoming frequency components combine with har-
monics of the local oscillator frequency to produce re-
sponses which fall within the passband of the IF ampli-
fier. These harmonics are generated in any mixer which
is not a perfect square-law device, or in other words, in
any real mixer.

Spurious IM responses result when the sum of two
input components and the local oscillator signal is raised
to the fourth or higher power. In a diode mixer there are
usually several significant higher power coefficients in the
power series expansion of the diode current-vs-voltage
function. This power series expansion about the dc op-
erating point of the diode is

k1(v-v") j

wbere

i(v) - diode current,
v: diode voltage,

vo : diode bias voltage, or dc operating point,

,- I dri(v) I
'  

i !  d v j l'  l V : V o

The coefficient k. is the one that gives the desired square-
law mixing. Terms for which j is an odd number (i.e., k,,

VOLTAGE v (V)

Fig. L Theoretical hot-carrier-diode curve and ntcasured curye
lor typical hpa 230)-series dioda.
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r0 L2 L4 16 18 20 22 24

LOCAL OSCILLATOR POWER (dBm)

Fig. 2. Intermodulation rejection ol a single-ended hotttrrier-

diode mixer. Diode bias was adjusted tor best IM reiection at

each local-oscillator level. IM reiection can be maximized by

proper selection ol diode bias and LO power, as explained in text.

t4 18 22 26

LOCAL OSCILLATOR POWER (dBm)

Fig.3. IM rejection ol a balanced hot-carrier-diode mixer. Diode
bias voltages were adjusted for best IM rejection at each LO
level. For LO power above 18 dBm, maximum desired-signal
power was used, and IM was below mixer noise level.

k., kr, etc.) do not cause trouble because they do not pro-
duce cross-product frequencies in the IF passband. Inter-
modulation is caused by non-zero values of k4, k0, ks,
etc., in the current-vs-voltage characteristic of the diodes.

Hot-Carrier-Diode Mixers
The current-vs-voltage characteristic of a typical hot-

carrier diode is shown in Fig. 1. The top curve in Fig. 1
is calculated from the expression

where

i  :  i "  [sF{"- i  "")  -1] .  (1)

i" - saturation current
Rs : series resistance
B - constant.

Equation (1) is the usual theoretical expression for the
diode current.

Also shown in Fig. 1 is an experimental curve. Values
of p, i", and R" used in calculating the theoretical curve
were chosen to make the theoretical curve fit the experi-
mental data for low currents.

Notice that for diode voltages near 1 V, the diode cur-
rent drops below the theoretical curve. This means that
the higher-power terms in the power series expansion of
the current function are smaller at these bias levels than
they are at low levels. Rejection of spurious IM responses
can therefore be improved by operating the diode with a
higher bias voltage than the zero bias usually used.

For still higher voltages, the diode current saturates,
and the second-order term in the current function also
decreases in magnitude. The second-order term is needed
for mixing. Hence there is an optimum bias voltage which
results in minimum spurious IM responses and still pro-
vitles adequate mixing.

A second method which will result in the mixer di-
ode's operating in the region of lower higher-power co-
efficients is to increase the local oscillator power. Fig. 2
shows the IM characteristics of a single-ended hot-car-
rier-diode mixer as a function of local-oscillator power.
Bias was adjusted for optimum IM rejection at each
power level. With 50 milliwatts of local-oscillator power
and optimum bias, IM rejection is better than 80 dB. In
this experiment, a desired signal was first applied to the
mixer and the output observed. Then two spurious sig-
nals, their frequencies chosen to produce intermodula-
tion, were applied to the mixer and their magnitudes
adjusted to produce the same output as the desired sig-
nal (10 dB above the mixer noise, in this case). The
two spurious signals had equal magnitudes. fntermodu-
lation rejection was then computed as the ratio of the
spurious input power (one signal) to the desired input
power for the same output power.
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Balanced Mixer lM Rejection
Even better IM rejection can be obtained in a bal-

anced mixer, for reasons which will be analyzed in the
next section. Fig. 3 shows the IM characteristics of a
balanced hot-carrier diode mixer with more than 100 dB
of IM rejection. In measuring the data for Fig. 3, maxi-
mum input power of 5 mW was used for local-oscillator
powers above f 18 dBm, and the IM response was below
the diode noise level. In the single-ended mixer, the slope
of the IM-vs-local-oscillator-power curve is 2, whereas in
the balanced mixer the slope is about 20.

Balanced Mixer Analysis
In a balanced mixer in which the two diodes are oper-

ated at different bias voltages, some of the higher-power
coefficients in the power series expansion of one diode's
current function can be made to cancel the correspond-
ing coefficients in the other diode's current function.
Cancellation is the reason for the improved IM rejection
of the balanced mixer of Fig. 3.

Cancellation of intermodulation is an apparent con-
tradiction of balanced-mixer theory, which predicts sum-
mation of this response2. To show how cancellation oc-
curs, the hypothetical diode characteristic of Fig. 4 was
derived. Notice that it falls below the exponential curve
just as the typical diode characteristic of Fig. 1 falls
below the theoretical (exponential) curve.

,  J .  H .  Lepof f ,  'Spur ious  Responses  in  Superheterodyne Rece ivers , '  M ic rowave Journa l ,
Vo l .  5 ,  No.  6 ,  June,  1962.

2

VOLTAGE v (V)

Fig. 4. Hypothetical diode characteristic used in text to illuslrate
cancellation ol IM-producing higher-power coelficients of diode
c hurac t a ris I ics in hulunc cd m i x c rs.
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Fig. 5. Second, fourth, and sixth-power coeflicients ol hypotheti-
cal diode characteristic of Fig.4. Biasing one diode ot' balanced
mixer at  IV and the other at  2V makes k is cancel  and k, , 's :0,
but changes desired coefficient k' by only a lew dB.

10 20 30 40 50 60

TEIV]PERATURE ('C)

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence ot' IM rejectittn ol a

baluncr'tl ht,t-carrier-d.iode mix,'r,

In Fig. 5, the coefficients k., kn, and k,, for the hypo-
thetical diode of Fig. 4 are plotted as functions of thc
bias voltage. Notice that kn - 0 for vo : 1 and for v,,
: 2, and ko : 0.16 for v. - 1 and -0. 16 for v," : 2.
This means that if one diode is operated at vo : I and
the other 3t vo : 2, the IM response in the mixer output
due to the fourth and sixth power terms will be zero.
These terms are the most serious causes of intermodu-
lation in conventional mixers.

Departure of the diode characteristics from exponen-
tial at high bias voltages, as shown in both Fig. 1 and
Fig. 5, is necessary for cancellation or reduction of IM-
producing higher-power terms. Pure exponential behav-
ior will not produce any benefit from high bias, high
local-oscillator power, or unbalanced bias. However,
measured characteristics of hot-carrier diodes, point-
contact diodes, and other mixing devices do depart from
exponential at high bias voltages.

Sensitivity
The techniques described here for reducing IM re-

sponses would be of little value if they caused an exces-
sive loss of mixer sensitivity. Fortunately, they do not.
For a given local oscillator power and desired-signal
input power, the desired response is proportional to the
coefficient k,. This coefficient for the fictitious diode of
Fig. 4 is also plotted in Fig. 5. Note that k, does not
change by more than a factor of three for 0 ( vo < 2.5,
which means that the sensitivity of a mixer using these
diodes would not be changed by more than a few dB
by adjustment of the bias for maximum IM reiection.

Effects of Temperature
Fig. 6 shows the temperature sensitivity of the IM

characteristic of a balanced hot-carrier-diode mixer. Re-
jection remains high for a 25"C range. Operation over
wider temperature ranges may be possible if thermistors
are used in the bias circuit.
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